
LOOK SYSTEM - PEDALING PERFORMANCE 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 
The Look System (pedal + shoe) designed 
developed and perfected in close 
cooperation with Bernard Hinault and 
awarded two innovation oscars, is a 
breakthrough in cycling. The Look System, 
a not only simple, but a system that 
optimizes the shoe-pedal relationship 
by ensuring the integral transmission of 
the supplied effort, the shoe remaining 
perfectly locked with the pedal offers 
convenience and performance unequaled 
by our competition (break-off 
resistance greater 
than 440 lbs). 

"Carbon" PP 76 
Technological evolution of the competition 
pedal: 
This pedal is more aerodynamic, extremely 
light and, thanks to a shorter pin, offers a 
"carbon" lever for 88. 
Delivered with black wedges. 

A P 7 6 
Synthetic fabric and leather competition 
shoe with velcro double grip. Heel anatomic 
mould padded collar with cutout for 
Achilles tendon, 100% leather lining and 
rilsan sole with skid-proof heel-pad. 
Top-grade leather. 

AP 71 
Synthetic fabric and leather womens' 
competition shoe with velcro strap. Heel 
anatomic mould padded collar with cutout 
for Achilles tendon, 100% leather lining and 
rilsan sole with skid-proof heel-pad. 
Top-grade leather. 

Black acetal resin wedges delivered with 
Look Standard PP 76, PP 66, PP 56 pedals 
- adjustable skid-proof heel-pads - also 
available as spare parts. 

The Look System, just as easy to put 
on as to take off. In case of incident, 
no problem: to take the foot out 
immediately, simply turn the foot outward. 
In case of a fall, the foot becomes 
automatically unlocked, thereby reducing 
the risks of traumatisms or of bone 
fractures. 
This year, the Look System "Competition" 
is fitted with a "Carbon" lever for 88. 
Thus, the assembly is lighter and possesses 
improved rigidity. 
The Look System, in its "Cyclo-tourism" 
version, features a new shoe concept. 
Fitted with non projecting wedges, provides 
the touring bicyclist with a comfortable 
walk and when he is back on his bike, 
he can again benefit from the Look System 
features. The Look System, reliable, 
comfortable and efficient has proven itself 
with glory in sporting events with 
Bernard Hinault and his team. 


